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In his discussion of the modern German university, Howard particularly
emphasizes two developments: the growing “political authority of the state
and . . . social authority of science” (p. 14). State agencies took the lead in
reforming German universities and controlled both the funding and the hiring
process for professors. By and large, government ministers used this influence
to promote “science,” that is critical scholarship in the humanities, social sci-
ences, and natural sciences. Exactly what Germans meant by “science”evolved
over time, but throughout the century, virtually all German scholars assumed
that science was naturally progressive and open-ended, and that a central
scholarly task was therefore the expansion of knowledge.This assumption has
been the ideological basis for modern research universities.

For theology,Howard emphasizes its “Janus-faced”character.On one hand,the
constantly growing erudition and rigor of scientific theology in Germany gave
German Protestant theologians an impact and an audience that went far beyond
Germany itself. On the other hand, the influence of the theology faculty within
the German university itself steadily eroded over the course of the century, ulti-
mately forcing theologians to defend the very existence of scientific theology
within the university from both secular and neo-orthodox challengers.

Howard ends his book by noting that “this formidable epoch’s questions
and issues . . . remain alive and well, particularly those concerning the rela-
tionship between theology and the university; between deeply held articles of
faith and critical-scientific understanding; between the traditions of
Christianity and their public, cultural expression; in short, between what
Schleiermacher had called the ‘religious interest’ and the ‘scientific spirit’” (p.
418). Indeed they do, and, if this book cannot hope to resolve these questions,
it can certainly help us to understand them better. For that,we can be grateful.

Berry College HARVEY HILL

Santa Sede e Russia da Leone XIII a Pio XI: Atti del secondo Simposio orga-
nizzato dal Pontificio Comitato di Scienze Storiche e dall’Istituto di
Storia Universale dell’Accademia Russa delle Scienze, Vienna, 25–30
aprile 2001. Edited by Massimiliano Valente. [Pontificio Comitato di
Scienze Storiche, Atti e Documenti, 22.] (Rome: Libreria Editrice Vaticana.
2006. Pp. 324. €30,00.)

Using research based on documents from the Vatican, Russian, German, and
Austrian archives, this book includes nine essays that analyze various aspects of
the relationship between the Holy See and Russia in the first twenty years of
the 1900s.The focus of this analysis is World War I and the October Revolution.
The most interesting parts of the book are those dedicated to the efforts that
the Bolshevik regime made at the beginning of the 1920s to contact the Vatican
so as to be recognized by the Western nations and thus break out of the politi-
cal and diplomatic isolation the Soviet Union experienced at that time.
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As Alexandr Čubarian (“Presentazione,” pp. 7–13) and Alexey Komarov (“Il
Concordato del Vaticano con la Lettonia nel 1922 e gli interessi della politica
sovietica,” pp. 252–61) demonstrate, the Soviet leadership—overestimating the
role of the Holy See—held that the Catholic Church had a great influence on
the orientation of the Western European nations as well as on the international
capitalistic society as a whole.The attention that the Soviet Union gave to the
Holy See did not reflect a desire for dialogue; rather, it was dictated simply and
strictly by Realpolitik. In fact, in 1924,when official diplomatic ties were estab-
lished between the Soviet Union and the majority of the Western Nations, its
interest in relationships with the Vatican diminished.Attention should be given
to the fact that before he openly went against the Bolshevik regime, Pope
Benedict XV opportunely explored all the means of negotiations, including
addressing himself directly to Lenin (see Laurent Koelliker,“La perception de la
Russie par le Pape Benoît XV:aspects politiques,diplomatiques et religieux,”pp.
17–49); it was during the civil war between the Red Army and the White Army
that the Holy See upheld the position of the White Army against the Bolsheviks,
since the members of the White Army were favorable to the creation of condi-
tions in Russia that would favor the mission of the Catholic Church there.

The material from the archives that is published in this volume is of notable
importance as well as of great interest for historians, since it not only makes
available documents from the Secret Vatican Archives, the Archives of the
Sacred Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Affairs, the State Archives
of the Russian Federation, and the Russian State Archives for Political Social
History, but it also throws an extremely interesting light on many vicissitudes
of the Bolshevik Revolution as well as the situation of the Catholic Church in
Russia during those years (see Piero Doria, “La documentazione vaticana sui
rapporti Santa Sede-Russia 1917–1919,”pp.50–90—regarding the events of the
Archbishop of Mahiljou, Monsignor Eduard von der Ropp—and Michail
Odincov,“I cattolici e la Chiesa Cattolica in Russia nel 1914–1920,” pp. 121–
49).The Bolshevik power originally equalized the rights of all the churches and
religious confessions existing in Russia, but then soon began political discrim-
ination and persecution of all churches, especially the Catholic Church begin-
ning in 1925, a situation that is illustrated by Evghenia Tokareva (“Problemi
dello status della gerarchia cattolica nelle trattative tra l’URSS e la Santa Sede
negli anni Venti,” pp. 150–83), highlighting in a particular way the important
role that the papal nuncio in Berlin, Eugenio Pacelli, had during this period.

Università della Tuscia, Viterbo MARCO PAOLINO

In Lubianka’s Shadow:The Memoirs of an American Priest in Stalin’s Moscow,
1934–1945. By Léopold L. S. Braun, A.A. Edited by G. M. Hamburg. (Notre
Dame,Indiana:University of Notre Dame Press.Pp. lxxxiv,352.2006.$35.00.)

In Lubianka’s Shadow is the apt title given to the memoirs of Father
Leopold Braun, A.A., the American Assumptionist priest who served in
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